A study of the learning curve for robotic oesophagectomy for oesophageal cancer.
Robot-assisted minimally invasive oesophagectomy (RAMIE) enables radical, meticulous dissection of the oesophagus and lymph nodes. Our goal was to identify the effect of the learning curve for RAMIE when performing radical upper mediastinal dissection in patients with oesophageal cancer. We conducted a retrospective review of a prospectively maintained database of patients who underwent RAMIE for oesophageal cancer between May 2008 and July 2016. The gain in proficiency for each postoperative outcome measure was presented using observed-expected cumulative sum (O-E CUSUM) curves. The change points were defined at the maximal distance from the zero axis. A total of 140 patients were included. Squamous cell carcinoma (n = 131, 93.6%) was the dominant type. Thirty-day and 90-day deaths occurred in 1 and 5 patients (0.7% and 3.6%, respectively). The change points of the risk-adjusted O-E CUSUM curves were similar to those of the unadjusted O-E CUSUM curves with the exception of those for thoracic procedure time and vocal cord palsy. The number of harvested lymph nodes increased from 25 to 45 before and after 30 cases. The vocal cord palsy rate decreased from 36% to 17% before and after 60 cases. The total operation time decreased from 496 min to 431 min; the length of the hospital stay decreased from 24 days to 14 days; and the anastomotic leakage rate decreased from 15% to 2% before and after 80 cases. Our study demonstrated a temporal improvement in postoperative outcomes based on accumulated experience with RAMIE. The risk-adjusted O-E CUSUM curves were similar to the unadjusted O-E CUSUM curves, which represents the significant impact of the effect of a learning period on the postoperative outcomes of RAMIE in patients with oesophageal cancer.